Access to Internet
Data Kiosk
DC Two provide clients and customers access to our internet
data kiosks as a convenience of working with DC Two.
The real benefits of utilising the kiosk machines is that they
are high bandwidth and low latency which will enable you to
move your data at much quicker speeds than would normally
be available across the internet.
Things that NEED to be considered when using the kiosk;
1 –The kiosk and/or DC Two staff do not have any special
security or access privileges to your servers, data or systems.
Your systems and data are still isolated and secure within
themselves as they normally are.
2 – Consider the kiosk machines just like your home machine
as the kiosk machines are just firewalled computers on DC Two’s internet/network and not within
your/customer secure network zones. You WILL need to consider HOW you will actually connect to your
secure systems and which method you will use to move your data.
3 – The method you choose to use to move your data will need to take into consideration several things
including;




the amount of data you have to move.
the number of files you have to move (ie lots of small files versus a small number of large files).
The source and the destination of the data to be moved.

4 – Some common methods for migrating data are;


Moving data to/from File based cloud storage;
o The easiest way is to use an FTP client such as Filezilla or other file copy applications



Moving data to/from Block based or storage located within a Virtual Server
o Remote Desktop into your virtual server and use the RDP file transfer functionality
o NOTICE REQUIRED IN ADVANCE – for configurations
 Install an FTP server on your server & use that (will need NSA/firewall rule changes)
 Use an FTP account as a “bounce through” (2 total data moves needed)
 Bring your data on a NAS so we can join it into your VLAN (DHCP or fixed IPs will be
needed)
o If large amounts of data are required to be moved, DC Two can provide storage servers up
to 60TB in capacity to assist the data migrations. Please enquire with the DC Two team.
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